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Moratorium Ends; Mini-Sabbatical Granted
By Lynn St. Georges
A mini-sabbatical request has
been granted by the University of
New Mexico regents, ending a twoyear moratorium on the program.
'~This brings us back to a healthy
and normal situation," Faculty Senate President Steven Kramer said before the Senate meeting Tuesday.
He said the regents granted some
sabbaticals Monday, one of which
was a mini-sabbatical granted to Dr.
Lewis R. Binford, an anthropology
professor.
The mini-sabbatical is a one-

semester research or study leave
offered every 31/2 years, while the
traditional sabbatical, a twosemester leave, is offered every 6Vz
years ..
Two years ago, thetegents "put a
moratorium'' on mini-sabbatical requests and formed the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee to
make recommendations, said committee Chairman Joseph Zavadil.
Zavadil presented his "procedure
of application for sabbatical leave''
to the Senate, which unanimously
approved it. The procedure will now
go to the regents for consideration.

Zavadil said the committee had
been "reluctant to change'' the procedures, and they "dido 't feel that it
was in their power to do anything
without support from faculty,''
·
He said the statement was ''procedural," not to be included in the
faculty handbook and will apply to
requests handled in the provost's
office.
The Budget Review Committee
expressed its concern to the Senate
about the imp11ct of no salary raises:
''The combination of inadequate
fringe benefits and salary problems
may make it harder to keep and re-

place faculty."
parting faculty would not be reMany faculty members, during placed and that some might leave to
the one-hour open discussion, become "private entrepreneurs."
voi~ed their concerns about the
In.othcr business, Chris Garcia,
Legislature not allowing for faculty dean of Arts and Sciences, presented
salary increases.
a "memorial'' from the college's
David Hamilton, a professor of faculty asking the Senate to "petieconomics, said, "I like a salary in- tion the regents to reduce the length
crease as much as everyone else' • of each semester by five consecutive
but the University cannot do without class days.''
capital improvements.
He said the college's semesters
Other faculty members expressed were longer than the other state uniconcern that upper-division courses versities' .
would suffer cutbacks because of
The Senate passed a motion to
their s.maller enrollment.
have the Undergraduate Academic
Faculty aiso voiced fears that decontinued on page 5

Walesa, Solidarity Meet
To Secretly Map Stategy
meet with underground acti.vists as
WARS/.W, Poland (UPI) Fonner Solidarity chief Lech Wale- long as he did not offer them assistsa disclosed Tuesday he had spent ance.
the past three days secretly mapping
An official spokesman at the Polstrategy with the outlawed union's ish prosecutor's office said Walesa
top underground activists, a move could be liable to arrest, "depending
that could lead to his arre.st.
on what was discussed.''
Walesa's action, his first known
Walesa, 39, was at home in the
meetings with underground leaders northern port of Gdansk but refused
since his release last November from. to speak: to reporters, relaying his
nine months of internment under only comments in a one-sentence
martial ·law, was seen as a daring statement read by an aide.
challenge to Poland's Communist
authorities,
"On the 9th, lOth and llth of
. The biggest mystery ab(>ut the April 1983 there was a meeting beclandestine summit conference was tween Solidarity chairman Lech
how the participants arranged it Walesa and the Temporary Coordithree days of talks between Po- nating Commission of Solidarity
land's most-watched man and its during which the present situation in
most-Wanted fugitives.
the. country was discussed in detail
Jerzy Urban, .chief government and joint stands were fixed,'' WaleSPQkesman, said Walesa was free to sa's statement said.
Mlch~el

A. Gallegos

THE GARDEN COURT RESTAURANT on the U~:ondfloo,ofthe SUB Is open during the lunch
hour to urve the university community.

SUB Final Touches Complete
By Dennis Pohlnum
Renovation of the New Mexico Union's food establishments is now completed.at a cost of some $260,000,
and the new eateries are doing very well, says the SUB
promotions representative.
Full-scale construction projects begun last summer
opposite the cafeteria-style Sidewalk Cafe on the first
floor are completed, after running into a few snags
laying the carpet, says Lee Anne Smith.
The new snack stops of the Food Bazaar, including
the Kookie Kompany, the Corner Pocket and the Big
Dipper are doing well, Smith says.
. .. ·
The Garden Court Restaurant, which opened Feb. 14
on the second floor of the. union, opposite Mesa Vista
Hall, is still training staff but is attracting customers,
_Smith says.

INSIDE:
CHICAGO VOTE:
SeePsge2
SICIIV CANCER:
SIHIPsge3
SEXPLOITATION~

SeePsge4

ZOE TROPE FEST:
See.Psge6

HltTIN6 HAWAII:
SeePsge1

Smith says she believes more publicity will help the
luncheon specialty Garden Court, and that she will be
directing more of her time to that end in the future.
Those that have tried the restaurant were, for the most
part, very pleased, she says.
The 200-seat Garden Court offers a luncheon menu
with soups, salads, sandwiches, desserts and a variety
of beverages.
Renovation of the SUB did not affect the Mercado on
the north side of the building, Smith says. The Mercado
continues to provide snacks, books, cards, magazines
and other items.
Next step on the renovation agenda is the construction of a 140-seat dinner theater on the west side of the
second floor. Construction should begin this summer
and conclude in the fall. The proposed Patio Theater
will feature a full dinner menu along with theater productions perfornied on a central stage, Smith says.

Discount Card To Be Distributed,
Key to Student, Faculty Savings
University of New Mexico students, faculty and staff will receive
5-petcent to 70-percentdiscounts at
30 local businesses with a new dis·
count card ~. Magicard.
Discounts provided by the cards
include $1 offany album priced at or
higher than $7.99 from a local music
store; 10 percent off orders at fast
food restaurants; 10 percent off tennis, skis, ciothing, and whitewater
sports at a sporting goods store; and
lS percent off most items at aphotographystore. . . . . . . . . . ... . .
Students should be prepared to
show their student identification

When receiving a discount, said Jane
representative,. from the
Ad-America business, which is producing Magicard.
Magicard wiU be distributed out·
side Bandelier Hall, Friday through
Wednesday. Cards also will be
available in Anderson School of
Management; Room 108-A.
Saw_y~r,

Discount cards also will be given

to student organization leaders to
distribute to their members. lncoming freshmen will also receive discount cards when they register for
fall classes.

.

,,

Premed Student To Run
For Miss Indian America
By Joan Padilla
Montoya Whiteman began dancing at powwows when she was 4 years old
because her parents wanted her to learn the Cheyenne traditions.
When she was a teenager, her father bought hera buckskin dress. He had
hopes she would wear it someday at a ceremony in her honor ..
At 21, Montoya wore that dress - at her coronation as Cheyenne Princess
1983.
A University of New Mexico premed student, Montoya was recently
selected to represent the 8,000member Cheyenne tribe at more
than lO powwows this summer and
in the Miss Indian America contest
later this year in Sheridan, Wyo.
"I'll carry the title proudly," she
says.
Montoya says she accepted the title for the valuable learning experi·
ence.
. "I didn't grow up in a typicallndian environment. llived .in California, Massachusetts and Montana
while my mother went to school and
taught.''
H~r mother, a UNM graduate,
was the first Cheyenne woman to
receiVe a doctorat~. Her father, who
died in 1981 1 was apromittentPiains
artist who w.on the grand award at
the Philbrook National Indian Art
MONTOYA WHITEMAN
Show.
But Montoya is not a stranger to Cheyenne history ......... her family having
played a large part in it She speaks proudly of her ancestors like her
great-great-grandfather, Little Raven, chief of the Arapahoes and principal
signer of the Medicine Lodge Treaty of 1867.
Not js she n stranger toCheyenne traditions. "She was a ''head child
dancer 11 and later became a "head lady dancer" in tribal ceremonials.
..It's important that we learn our tl'aditions so that we will always have our
heritage," Montoya says.
·
Before her coronation on Match 19 in Thomas 1 Okla., Montoya was
honored with a traditional war dance, in which. she was to participate.
"Before it started, My mother asked me, 'Did you forget how to dance?'
"I told her, 'No, Mom, you never forget how to dance."'
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Wire Report

Lab Careers Explained

by United Press International

The University of New Mexico
medical technology program is hosting un open house for people interested in clinical laboratory
careers,
The event will be from I :30 to 5
p.m. Thursday i.n Medical Building
4, 1001 Stanford Drive N.E, on
UNM's North Cnmpus. Guests will
be informed about the curriculum
.and be advised of entrance into the
program.
There will also be toul's of UNM
Hospital's laboratory and technique
demonstrations by medical technologists, says Penny Allen, UNM
medical technologist instructor.

Chicago Narrowly Elects First Black Mayor
CHICAGO - Democratic Congressman Harold Washington was
elected Chic!lgo's first black mayor
Tuesday, narrowly winning the
racially bitter race against millionaire Republic!ln Bernard Epton.
Washington gained the overwhelming support of the black community and substantial backing by
Hispanics and white liberals to
offset Bpton' s advantage in ethnic
white wards that broke from their
traditional Democratic voting pattern.
With 2,810 or 96.4 percent of the
city's 2,914 precincts reporting,
Washington had 640,738 votes or
51.5 percent, to Epton's 599,114 or
48.2 percent, A Socialist candidate
won a scattering of votes.
Washington's narrow victory
capped a divisive, seven-week cam-

paign that turned largely on race and lakeshore wards and in the growing
his past legal problems. National Hispanic community. That support
Democratic Party officials billed the offset a huge turnout in white ethnic
victory as the kickoff of a drive to wards on the Southwest and Northregain the White House next year. west sides that went heavily for
In Chicago, the outcome Epton, who had sought to become
appeared to be the death rattle of the the city's first GOP mayor in 52
political machine run for decades by years.
Mayor Richard 1. Daley. It also left
Washington did not immediately
the lingering question of how the claim victory and Epton, before fincity's power balance, so long depen- al figures became available, said he
dent on patronage jobs, will be expected to win a ''neck and neck''
realigned under a mayor who has race. Epton did not immediately
disavowed patronage.
concede, and was reported to have
Washington, who narrowly ~on gone home from his election headthe Feb. 22 primary while Mayor quarters after midnight.
Jane M, Byrne and State's Attorney
The turnout appeared to be well
Richard M. Daley split the white over SO percent of the city's 1.6 milvote, again had solid black support lion registered voters - easily a reTuesday.
cord for a municipal election.
But he also picked up support
"We think we have done at least
from the largely white liberal 50 percent in the Latino community

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
~u.s. Ambassador Deane Hinton
said Tuesday Salvadoran army
chiefs "are not opposed" to improving the nation's dismal human
rights record, but implied soldiers
massacred 74 peasants in February.
Hinton said the army's improved
attitude toward human rights, coupled with a number of other trends,
indicates that El Salvador's tainted
human rights record is ''going in the
right direction."

LAS CRUCES- A District Court jury could not agree unanimously Tuesday that a Tortugas man should be executed for killing a Las
Cruces policeman so he will be sentenced automatically to life imprisonment.
The jury deliberated just two hours- beginning at 11:30 a.m.before announcing at 2:30 p.m. that it could not sentence Richard
Montoya; 27, to death.
The same jurors convicted Montoya Friday of first-degree n•urder in
the shooting death in a Las Cruces motel last Aug. 24 of narcotics agent
Robert Larson. .
·
Montoya could have been sentenced to death because of aggravating
circumstances in his crime- the slaying of a policeman during the
performance of his duties.
Larson was killed while trying to buy drugs from Montoya.

The ambassador's assessment,
made in an interview with UPI, is
considered important because he
must make twice-yearly reports to
President Reagan onwhetherEI Salvador is meeting criteria mandated

Council Meeting

ALBUQUERQUE - AFL-CIO
President Lane Kirkland said Tuesday he would not oppose tax relief if
it was targeted and made conditional, but that the economic policies of
the Reagan administration have
been failures.
Kirkland made his first trip to

Saturday, Aprill6
9am Room 230 SUB
Coffee and bagels wiU be served.
All graduate students welcome.
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at the Galeria

We are New Mexico's #1 WalleybaH Club.
Walleyballls like volleyball
. ..
.
but now you can .Play off 1M walls and .rOOf!
WAUEYDAU. SPECIAL with this coupon:
1. Full use of Executive Sports Oub, except NautHus and C.A.T. room
2. Free use of Rocql.letbal courts dulln9 "preferred flme."
Aesetvattons can be made 2 days In advance by phone.
3. One frM Executive Walleyball T•Shlrt.
4. Fltcloy night WaleybGI Parllesl
5. The best time you've ever hadl
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Golden CitiJ

Thursday's Events

Today's Events

Lire Atnrallla lma&n will fealure Pr01'essor Jane
Caputi who_ will present a slide !how and_ leCture on
women in fashion,. adverHsina and pomoaraphy -lit

Tile UNM' Ru••nbiiiiO•bwiU have an imporiant

coupon good unfit Mav 15. 1983
40 First Plaza at ihe Galerfa 842-9428

Under New Mttnafement

Announ«,.,ts In Lip SeVI<¥ 1u0 prlnlld th• day
IR.fa~ the ~nt and tM day ofllut evrnt on a sp«t
av11ifablt btzslr. Lip 5ef11itt Is 'tiValltlble to all UNM
non-pro}lt Ot'lanlt~~tiotrs• Forms for Lip Slrvi~ r:an
bepicW upln Marron Hall, room 136, t111d must be
turntd in by I p.m. lht. day prior to publkation.

Tile Spillhll 01111 meets at3 p.m. Wednesdays at
the Jntematiori1l Center.

AI IIIII for Dilly Sf49.00 plus fall: foro llx monlh IMIIIIMnhlp.
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12:1$ p.m. Thursday in the SUB, room 250D.
••..,..V•nli~

c•.rt•d•• reliowtlolp ...... at 7p.m.

Thursdays in the Humanities Building, room 108.

neolou for Landt will discussionHMetaphOrs of
COndousness'-' at noon todiy in the SUB, room 251~

Lotio A..rka wiD have a meeting of the Fiesta
com.miuee at 6 p.m. Thursday ·in the ·suB, room

'he A..rlta 0 Ho.. -

Auodotloo wlll
today in the Home Economics

meet at 6:_]0 p.m.
Buildina, the Simpson RoOm.

1loo Colltp Re,.b- Will In«! It 7:30 p.m.

todaylntheSUB.-roqm :"31.

11ooUNM iikJdl•I•ICiobwiUtn«tot1p.m. today
In the SUB, room 253.
• - .ud Woken ...ut pmmt Shirley Kaufman,
awatd-'liinninJ poet and tranalalor. who wiU read
frOm her Work at noon today In the H~inanitits
BuUdinf, room 108
The Jllu,.tll Mllotlm or Allhi'OfOioiY lro•o Ill
Strlet will feature Dr; Ben Nel1011 and Dt. Linda

Cordell who Will' dlscuss 11 0raanlzadon and Research

:

Hinton said about the massacre.
"I'm hopeful that action is going to
be taken against the perpetrators of
this particular business."
Hinton noted the army high command issued a statement that ''justice should be done" in the Las
Hojas massacre and in the cases of
seven slain Americans. Soldiers
have been detained in connection
with the killings of the Americans,
who include four Catholic churchwomen.
He also reiterated his opposition
to the congressionally imposed certification process for further U.S.
aid, saying it was "like nuclear
weapons- they're good for deterrents but not very good if you use
them.''

Objectives of the Summer Field School In
Archaeiogy;i 1 at noon Wednesday.

1loo .:...,.. Co•mltite ror

u.... •.......

2311!.
Tbf A-.loiloe or A.....,nuoa !liodeoll will have
an 11 ARCOWineand.Cheese., atfidOp.m. Thursday
at lhe UNM Faculty Club. A short praenta!ion will
be pveli by Lorry Crumb, business m1~11et and
d~reaor of 002 Project ·and Mpus tonlact: -Nancy

Motley, dlres:tor Of aeneral aa:ountlng; and JC:rblin

Boulhman, re«nt llNM 111dDo1e.
A Htrpea Sopporl G-p will In«! from $ lo 7
p.m. Thuraday in ihe Sludent Health Center, More
informadon Is available froni Kalherlne ·at'171-4537.

MIIIorttlrl· i•d Medkhie,.. • inotlvitlonal
workshop proyom, will be held May 2!·17. More
11

information is avaUabfe bY wrililll. "Molivatlonal

Workshop Proaram" /Student Affairs Ortlce/Baslc
Science Medical Blda., room 106/Aibuquerque,

N.M.. 87131, or by <alll111 Lauro Silva, MWP
C:Oordlnalor, at277-4ii!4 or 277·2728.

economic research during the conference.
He opened. his attack on Reagan's
policies during a news conference,
quoting the president as saying his
plan would create ''jobs, jobs and
more jobs."
But, Kirkland said, "business responded with a total collapse and the
highest unemployment since the
middle of the Great Depression, a
great decrease in investment and,
quite clearly, it hasn't worked for
any purpose (other) than to strip the
public purse of resources needed to
meet some of the crucial problems
that this country faces."
He said he does not oppose tax
relief measures, but said they
"ought to be targeted and they
should be made conditional on a
commitment by the industry that receives those tax benefits that it will
actually do the investment and take
the steps that the tax abatements are
intended to !IChieve."
Not making tax cuts specific, he
said, allows them to go to "every
corporation, regardless of whether .
or not it makes any investments at
all."
Kirkland also said the AFL·CIO
is assembling a legislative package
to be presented to Congress and that
one provision calls for protection of
U.S. industry. He referred to it as
"trade protection."
He said the country should have a
fed!lral law to prevent foreclosures
on people who are unemployed and
called for a national health insurance
plan that would provide benefits to
the unemployed.
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Tile Saitd••ry Gro1p1 fot-alwholics only, meels at

noon Thursdays in the Newman· center.

meeting to plan for party and elections at 7 p.m.
today in the SUB, toom 2JIJ>.I!,
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Albuquerque as head of the labor
federation · to attend a two-day regional conferen~e on labor issues.
Delegates from Arizona, Colorado, Louisiana, New Mexico, Texas,
Utah and Wyoming were to attend
workshops on civil rights, Social
Security, political education and

~ ~~~ts

You'll Love Walleyball at the Executive Sports Club.

:

by Congress to keep up the flow of
U.S. aid.
The next report is due in July.
Hinton said the one discouraging
development he has seen since making a speech critical of the criminal
justice system in October was
February's massacre of 74 peasants
on the Las Hojas Cooperative in
western El Salvador.
The army is investigating charges
by peasant survivors who. said soldiers committed the mass killing.
Peasant leaders said they have
been told an unidentified captain. has
been detained in the case.
"They (the army) have prepared
an investigative report and maybe
it's going to lead to something,"

Union Leader Addresses Conference·

Graduate Student Association

DO YOU UKE
VOLLIYDALLI

all-time high, more than 91 percent
in the presidential election of 1944.
The mayor's race turned on two
issues: Washington's race and his
occasional financial troubles.
Washington was convicted in the
early 1970s of failing to file federal
income tax returns for four years and
served a brief jail term. There also
was a string of allegations during the
campaign that Washington had
failed to pay utility bills and property taxes.
Polls, however, showed support
for one candidate or another was
most directly allied to race, a Chicago Sun-Times poll taken two weeks
before the election found Washington with more than 90 percent support among members of his race and
Epton with well over 60percent support.
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CONTACT LENSES
Hard or soH
Student Prices

EYE DOCTOR SERVICE
4104

1

1 loma'l. at Wo~htnqton

265-3828

RAFTING

Tallot·!Mdc Trips for
Groups and lndlvldUIII

WILDWATER RAFTING, Inc.
~-9711

Snafu
The six groups 11nd individuals
signed up to perform at the 16th
Annual International Festival
will perform at 8 p.m. Saturday
instead of 7 p.m. as reported in
Monday's Daily Lobo. The perfomtance will be in Woodward
Hall, Room 101. The Daily Lobo
regrets the error.

UNM offers a bachelor's degree
in medical technology and the UNM
Gallup Branch has ·a medical lab
technician associate's degree
program.
Allen says the program is recruiting students for the new class, which

••·····~E·••••~••••••••••••••·~~
•!PIZZA .
SS
·~ Central & Ur.iversity S.E.
1 FREE drink •'
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Ambassador Examines Rights

Cruces Man Sentenced To Life

:

and we have done better than 50
percent on the (largely liberal,
white) lake front,'' Washington aide
AI Raby said as counting continued
Tuesday night. Epton appeared later
to have carried all the lakefront
wards, but Washington did well in
most of them.
Raby said the big turnout - estimated as high as 88 percent of registered voters- might actually have
helped Washington by getting more
of those communities out to vote.
A big turnout had been thought to
benefil Epton, who was counting on
a heavy, last-minute swing to him by
white, ethnic wards on the Northwest and Southwest sides.
The turnout was easily a record
for a Chicago municipal election breaking the old mark of 70.3 percent set in 1947. It approached the

begins in J11nuary.
"We want to stimulate interest .in
the program," Allen S!ly&.
There is a need for medical technicians in health care systems, sht,l
says. Laboratory personnel conduct
a range of tests essential to the detection, diagnosis, treatment and study
of disease,

ie~
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with any medium pizza
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Michael-A. Gallcgas

SUN WORSHIPERS: These people 11re so11king in some of the sun's r11ys on 11 be11ch in
MIIZ.IIfllln. Overexposure to the sun could csuse skin csncer or other problems.

Skin Cancer Awareness Month Opens
To Inform High-Risk New Mexicans
By Laura Tolley
April is "Skin Cancer J\wareness
Month;" a tiffie to realire thtfliarfuful effects of the sun and what to do
about them.
The American Cancer Society,
the New Mexko Skin Cancer Project and the New Mexico Health Services Division are sponsoring the
clinics and activities planned for the
month.
The program is designed to· inform people of the prevention, recognition and treatment of skin
cancer.
The sun is the prime cause of most
skin cancers, says Mari Paylor of the
New Mexico Skin Cancer Project.
New Mexico has one of the highest rates of skin cancer in the nation
because of its high altitude, the large
number of sunny days and. its relative closeness. to the equator, Paylor
says.
Another reason for the high
occurrence of skin cancer, Paylor
says, is New Mexicans generally
spend more time outside than people
living in less sunny climates.
Older people are targeted for
many of the activities because sun
damage builds up throughout a per-

son's lifetime, Paylor explains.
If a person notices changes in the
Activities are planned to educate skin for more than 30 days they
.young people on the effects of the should sec a doctor. A trouble sign
sUn because of the time tfiey s{lend could' be a mole or mark that changes
outdoors, she says.
in color, size or texture; a new mole,
Overexposure to the sun can ere- bumporlump;orasorethatdoesnot
ate problems other than skin cancer, · heal.
All those days baking in the sun may
This month, several clinics will
look great at an early age, she says, be h!lld in Albuquerque offering
but it can cause wrinkled, rough skin medical examinations by a dermato·
at middle age and possibly skin logist to people who think they have
cancer.
a skin problem.
Paylor advises people to use a
Presentations will be made to
sunscreen everyday to protect them- elementary and middle school stuselves from ultraviolet rays, which dents in the city and other parts of the
can travel through the outer layer of state,
skin and damage delicate tissue
Clinics are scheduled for April 21
underneath.
at the Highland Senior Center and
People should try to stay out of the April 27 at the North Valley Senior
sun during "high-risk hours," 10 CenterandPaloDuroSeniorCenter.
a.m. to 3 p.m., or wear wide- For more information on Skin Canbrimmed hats and long sleeves, cer Awareness Month, call 842~
Paylor adds.
_ 0861.

School Invites
Aspiring Medics
To Open House
The University of New Mexico
School of Medicine will hold a
''premed day" for students considering careeJS in medicine.
Visitors can discuss ideas, questions and concerns about medical
education ·with students currently
pursuing medical degrees, as well as
faculty.
.
The day's activities, from 9 a.m.
to3 p.m. April23, will include tours
of the medical facilities, lectures and
a panel discussion. The program
will begin .in Room 203 of the Basic
Medical Sciences Building on the
North Campus. Lunch will be pro•
vided.
For more information, contact the
UNM School of'Mediclne admissions office, 277·4766 •

by
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Forum
Humor--Flowers Make Sense
By Dave Barry
Have you ever stopped to think what life would be like without
flowers? I mean, what do you send to dead people? Grapes, maybe.
Then there woul.d be something to eat at viewings. But what abo1.1t
high school proms? If you pinned a bunch of grapes to your date's
gown, your rental tuxedo would be a mess after the first slow dance.
So flowers are a good thing, They are a way for us to send a very
special message to our friends and loved ones, a message that says,
"Here are some flowers." This is considered extremely thoughtful,
especially if the flowers are accompanied by a card stating sam~
deeply heartfelt sentiment produced produced by the Heartfelt Sentiment Division of a major greeting card company:
Thinking of you
At this special time
And hoping your organ
Removal goes fine.
Flowers also have religious significance. When I was a youth
attending St. Stephen's Episcopal Church in Armong, N.Y., every
man, woman and child was issued a potted hyacinth on Easter Sunday. Then we'd sing a hymn with a lot of "alleluias" in it, and every
time we got to an "allelulia" we'd all raise our potted hyacinths over
our heads in a gesture of Major Religious Significance. I'm serious, It
was during these services that I began to entertain serious doubts
about organized religion.
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By M~txwell Glen and Cody Shearer
WASHINGTON - For years, sex has been routine fare in French
advertising. But now, Francois Mitterrand's government wants to
change the menu.
Yvette Roudy thinks she knows the best way. Mitterrand's 53-yearold minister for women's rights is the central force behind a legislative proposal to forbid "degrading and debasing women" in advertisments and publications, If passed by the Natioanl Assembly, the bill
could affect anyone from J. Walter Thompson to the publishers of
Ernest Hemingway.

That debate began in earnest last summer, when Avenir, a bill·
board company, plastered hundreds of its properties in Paris and
other cities with a photograph of a bikini-clad woman. ''On September 2, I'll take off the top," Avenir's model promised. Indeed, she not
only followed through on that pledge, but, two advertisements later,
finished the striptease.
More recently, a conservative mayoral candidate in Nice employed
the image of a naked woman on a campaign poster. ''As expected,
after 21 months of socialism, I have nothing left," the caption read.
Whether or not the latter incidentprecipitated Roudy's anti-sexism
law (as it turned out, the Nice conservative won his race handily), it
was only a more extreme example of what French women's groups
have long denounced as commercial exploitation.
As they have in America and elsewhere, women in France rightly
fear the documented parallels between violence against women and
the often not-so-subtle use of sexual imagery in television, magazine
and newspaper advertising. When ads leave one wondering whether
the models or the products are for sale, some men can be expected to
treat women as objects to use or abuse.

Flowers have had to develop some very clever systems for reproducing, because they are rooted in the ground and thus .cannot easily
obtain liquor. Your uglier flowers, such as tulips, reproduce by means
of bulbs, which ate yam-like growths that crouch underground in
places like Holland, where people are afraid to dig them up and burn
them for fear they might weaken the dikes. The more attractive flow·
ers reproduce by having sex. with bees. Bees are willing to reproduce
by having sex with plants because the queen bee always has a
headache since she has to take care of something like 600,000 babies
at the same time.

NEW MfXIco-~------------·-

Sex in Advertising
Targeted in France

For Aoudy, whose French translation of Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique in 1963launched her own feminist career, the measure
derives its logic from the egalitarian premises of socialism. It also
reflects both the increased influence of women's groups and an
intense national debate over the French knack for fleshy commericalism.

Interesting Floral Fact: It was also during these services that Neil
Thompson and I discovered you can eat hyacinth blossoms. They're
not half bad. We'd come out of the service with hyacinths that looked
like little potted sagebrushes. You might bear this in mind if you ever
get the munchies at a veiwing.
Flowers are one of those beautiful and amazingly adaptable life
forms that Mother Nature comes up with when she's not wiping out
entire villages In India with monsoons. Botanists have counted nine
hillion jillion dillion species offlowers, although I suspect that toward
the end there they were just making rough estimates. All these species of flowers can be divided into three major groupings, then put
back together agan. But for our purposes, whatever they are, let us
say the major types of flowers are annuals, quarterlies, semifinals,
bisexuals, periodontals, woodwinds, gerunds and leeks.

After the sex act, the flowers deveiop little packets of seeds, which
are deposited in the mailbox by the mailman, then deposited in the
ground by the gardener. As you can see,,this reproductive cycle
requires a delicate balance of environmental forces, which is why in
many states it is illegal to shoot postmen.
If you're interested in starting a flower gar,den of your own, you
should first determine what area of the countr\' you live in. To do this,
mail a sample of your soil to the United States Department of Agriculture, along with your Zip code. Within a few weeks you'll receive a
written analysis indicating where you live, which will help you decide
what kind of garden you should have. For example, if you live in
California, you would plant flowers with poisonous spines, so health
fanatics can't eat them. And if you live in New York City, you would
plant extra seeds, because the pigeons will steal most of them and
exchange them for drugs.
·
If you really get into flowers you can join a garden club, which Will
give you a chance to meet lots of people you would not otherwise
have met uniess you were being paid a lot of money. You'll go to
people's houses and discuss insects and floral arrangements for
hours on end and eat little cakes and drink a lot of coffee so you don't
nod off and pitch face first into the begonias.
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Moreover, commercial exploitation undermines the image that
women have of themselves. Even if Madison Avenue has often substituted the harried houswife for a more up-to-date career-type, is the
balance nurtured by a provocatively-posed model in Calvin Kleins? In
France, where the line between art and life is fuzzier, the distortion is
only more severe.
When the abuses of advertisers and publishers become excessive,
Yvette Roudy wants "organized citizens" to have the means to prosecute culprits. "The government does not wish to put itself in the role
of judge,'' she insists. Nor, adds one of her aides, does it intend to ban
nudity.
Vet, the dubbing of Roudy's proposal as the "G-string Law" by the
progressively-inclined tabloid Liberation, underscores an obvious
problem with Roudy's law: It would effectively beg government censorship. In democratic countries, as the Moral Majority has discovered, any attempt at government control over social matters inevitably becomes the issue itself.
Even if her bill wins the approval of France's Socialist-dominated
parliament, Roudy and her supporters would probably accomplish
more in encouraging groups to identify companies and advertisers
that insult public sensibilities. Such a private campaign must have a
spillover effect on consumers who fall prey to sexploitive ads. That, in
part, has been the strategy of Women Against Pornography, which
recently issued well-publicized awards for the "best" and "worst'' in
American advertising.
After all, when the palates are as numerous as the offerings it's
• better to stick with a Ia carte than to hit them with prix fixe.

Droves Flocking to IRAs
For Last-Minute Tax Cut
NEW YORK (UPl) - Racing to beat the April 15 tax filing
deadline, Americans are flocking
in record numbers to open l~di
vidual Retirement Accounts as a
last-minute device to cut their income taxe~ while putting money
aside for retirement.
Financial institutions across
the country are reporting landoffice business in the final days
remaining for most taxpayers to
set up an IRA and deduct the payment on their 1982 tax return.
"It's incredible; they're coming in droves," said Don Underwood, manager of retirement
plans at Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith. The giant
brokerage house has been signing
up as many as 9,000 new IRA
accounts a day.
The Fidelity Group, a Bostonbased mutual fund group, says it
is receiving more than 8,000 IRA
cails a day and signing up 12,000
new accounts a week.
The nation's two largest
banks, California's Bank of
America and New York's Citi·
bank, are reporting do1.1blc the
IRA business they had last year.
The surge is due to millions of
newly eligible IRA participants.
A 1981 tax law expanded IRA
eligibility to all workers allowing even those covered by
a pension plan to deposit up to
$2,000 a year in earnings ($2,250
for a one-income couple, $4,000
for a two-income couple) and to
deduct that amount beginning on
1982 tax returns.
Helping to stimulate interest in
IRAs have. been heavy promotional campaigns by financial
institutions and accountants
advising their clients to open an
IRA for the tax deduction.
"Almost everybody should
have an IRA," said Keith Rollins, a partner with the national
accounting firm of Ernst &
Whinney. :'And, generally,
that's the advice given."

Thus far, IRA account openings are up dramatically from last
year - even though fewer than
one in five taxpayers appear to be
taking advantage of the new
account,
·According to Internal Revenue
Service figures, 17 percent, or
5.6 million, of the 1982 federal
tax returns filed as of last Thursday had IRA deductions. With
many returns yet to be filed, the
figure is already 65 percent ahead
of the 3.4 million 1981 returns
filed in all of last year with an
IRA checkoff.

Program Has
Fina/..Hour Aid
For Tax Filers
If you have yet to file your
1982 income tax forms, there is
still time before the midnight Friday deadline to have them completed - at no cost.
_
The Volunteers in Tax Assistance program of the Internal Revenue Service provides University of New Mexico accounting
students the training to prepare
federal and state tax forms for
fellow students and interested (or
desperate) members of the general public.
The VITA program for UNM
is situated in the Parish Library of
the Anderson School of Management and is staffed by members
of the Association of Accounting
Students.
VITA tax preparers are available noon to 4 p.m. Wednesday,
!2:30p.m. to 2:30p.m. and3:30
p.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday, and 10
a.m. to I p.m. and 2:30p.m. to 4
p.m. Friday
The VITA preparers suggest
that last-minute filers bring with
them all the information necessary to complete the forms.

Education for Ears Available
More than 20,000 records and
tapes are available for student Hstening in the Fine Arts Library Listening Center.
Jim Wright, head of the Fine Arts
Library and acting head of Special
Collections, says most of th.e material is selected (o correspond to the
needs of the music department, theater arts department and other departments that use music in their classes.
"The selection is directly tied to
the fine arts curriculum," he says,

Expert To Speak
A nationally known nuclear energy consultant will speak on the subject of nuclear waste disposal at the
University of New Mexico.

explaining that the selections are primarily classical, with jazz, popular
and folk music available also.
Selections are pl<!yed on one of 20
channels from the control room
which hns 12 turntables, two casset:
tes and six reel-to-reel machines.
Forty-nine listening stations are
available for student 1.1se,
Wright says the system was enlarged six years ago from 36 stations
and I 0 channels to the present number. "The advantage is we can now
handle everybody prettv well, ex-

ccpt right before tests,"
The Listening Center is available
to all students on a first-come-firstserve basis, Wright says. "If a large
class is having a test, we try to make
arrangements so people with assignments can listen, People have been
most cooperative."
The center is open 9 a.m. to 10
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays, I 0 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturdays and 2 to I0 p.m.
Sundays.

Law School Gives Preview

John Gervers of Latir Energy
Consultants will address questions
concerning the Waste Isolation Pilot
Project, now progressing near Carlsbad, and state government options
regarding the WIPP. The lecture
will be presented by the UNM economics department at 9:30 a.m.
Thursday in Ortega Hall, Room
153.
Gervers has served as coordinator
of the Cabinet-level New Mexico
Radioactive Waste Consultation
Task Force, and has been a senior
policy adviser to a presidential council of state governors, legislators,
and local and federal officials that
was formed to recommend solutions
to the waste disposal problem.
Gerver has also served with the
U.S. Foreign Service in Paris, and
lived in Uganda and Nigeria as an
economic researcher.

A preview day for accepted applicants to the University of New Mexico School of Law will be held
Monday.
The morning of activities will begin with registration at 8:30 a.m,
and conclude with a free lunch at
12:15 p.m.
Associate Dean Peter Winograd
stresses that the program, which is

the first of its kind at the school, will
be "very informaL"
The nearly 25 people expected to
attend will be matched with current
students, who will show them
around the law school. In addition,
the new students will be able to
attend a first-year class to get a feel
for the academic aspect of the
school.

Join NMPIRGs Board of Directors
board members needed now
Discover new people and new Ideas
Guide policy and finances
Organize film series, workshops
Plan research, educational proJects

New Mexico Public Research Group
SUB 231 E Basement Ext. 2757
Petitions for Board available now at office

Due Wednesday, April 20 at 5:00pm

Government To Impose Tougher
Rule for Student Financial Aid
(CPS) - The government said in the Federal Register that it will soon
propose making it tougher for a student to be considered independent for
financial aid purposes.
A student is considered independent if the student does not live at his or her
parents' home more than six weeks a year, is t1ot on the parents' income tax
returns as a dependent, and has not received more than $750 from them.
Independent students generally have an easier time qualifying for more
kinds of aid than dependent students.
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Moratorium---continued from page 1
Calendar Advisory Committee ovet•
see the proposal, to be prepared by
the fall semester.
Also, Dr. Robert Kern, chairman
of the Undergraduate Academic
Affairs Committee, gave his interim
report on the General College.

On Kern's recommendation, the
Senate created "a temporary· committee to study the Various questions
that pertain to the mission and role of
the General College and to assess the
comparative advantages and costs to
the University of maintaining this
program."
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This year's Santa Fe Film Festival, tiUcd "The Spirit of Zoetrope,"
featured the films, technology and
contributions of Francis Ford Coppola and Zoetrope Studios to the
film industry.
There has beet~ much talk about
whether Zoetrope Studios will be
forced to close because of its inabil• ity to make payments on loans
amounting to about $8 million. Coppola, however, seemed optimistic
about the future of Zoetrope, and,
apparently, the recent box office
success of Th~ Outsiders and The
Black Stallion Returns will ensure
Zoetrope's continued existence.
Actors such as Robert Duvall,
Gene Hackman, Dennis Hopper and
the stars of The Outsiders, Vincent
Spano and Matt Dillon, made
appearances at various events during
the three-day film festival.
A wide variety of both foreign and
American films were featured at the
festival.
Films such as Apocalypse Now,
The Godfather and The Godfather II
were shown, as well as lesserknown films such as One from the
Heart, The Escape Artist and
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One foreign film, Our Hitler: A
Film from Germany, which was released by Zoetrope in the United
States, was over seven hours long.
The festival was also a celebration
of the philosophy of Zoetrope Stu-

money for it by selling trinkets on
the streets of Paris for three years,
The film was made for less than
$10,000. Coppola said the average
film costs more than $7 million to
produce,
In an attempt to reduce the astranomical cost of filmmaking, CoppoIa and Zoetrope have been experimenting with computer and
video technology.
At a Sunday afternoon symposium, Coppola demonstrated some
of the video techniques he used in
making One from the Heart and
Hammett, a detective-reporter style
film. Ooe technique, previsualization, allows a producer to shoot
scenes and critique them before
committing them to much more expensive 16mm film.
Coppola also demonstrated a
video system that utilized "highdefinition video," a technique that
approaches the quality of film reproduction.
The festival ended with· an updated showing of Abel Gance's
four-hour, 1927 silent-movie classic

New Mexico Student Union Theatre

By Leslie Donovan

undergraduates $2.00/graduates $2.50
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance

Tomorrow Night: Los Olivados

The mind surrendering to the
body, the body surrendering to the
music - that is dance at its best,
and it Is also what Southwest Ballet's best dancer often achieved last
weekend in the. local company's production of Cinderella.
As usual, Dana Sample, Southwest Ballet's finest principal, captivated the audience in her first lead
role in a full-length Albuquerque
ballet.
The 17-year-old Sample's extraordinary gift for lyrical expression, coupled with her hard work on
strength and technical execution
• over the last few years, paid off.
Her evocative, sometimes moving performance of Cinderella was
characterized by precise point work,
beautifully balanced leaps and turns,
and elegant attention to arm positions.
Sample's dramatic characteriza•
tion was tender and expressive,
especially in her romantically
charged pas de deux with the Prince,
played by Augustus Van Heerden,
gUest artist from the Boston Ballet.
Van Heerden's technique was
sharp, clean, highly .refined and
tremendously strong, with his long
arms, legs and large hands providing
a potent contrast to Sample's small
figure.
.
.
.
But, in an astonishingly adept,
well-executed petfonnance, the sur·
prise. of the evening was Valentin
Swegle's performance as the Jester.
In her first performance with the
Southwest Ballet, Swegle exuded
confidence and impressive technical
execution in a role that depended
heavily on mime and acrqbatics as
well as difficult ballet combinations.
James Chappelow and Alex Kaplan also provided delightful comic
relief as the tw.o Stepsisters,
although their silliness seemed
sometimes stale or contrived.
Though Sample, Swegle and Van
Heerden's .performances were solid
and satisfying, the test of the pro-

Festival director Bill Pence said
Coppola and Zoetrope Studios were
chosen this year because of their
achievements and influence in the
film industry. He believes CoppoIa's presence at this year's festival
will help future Santa Fe Film Festivals. Pence also said this year's
attendance was the highest in the
. festival's four-year history.

duction was flawed.
The uneven corps and ensemble
work so characteristic of past Southwest Ballet performances was still
present, though there has been substantial improvement.
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Coach Mitchell, Arnot Garner Post-Season Kudos
Arnot Belies Sophomore Jinx Theory

Mitchell Named
In Midwest Area
University of New Mexico
gymnastics Coach Rusty Mitchell has been selected Coach ofthe
Year in the Midwest region,. by
liis peers from a seven-state area,
includingNebaraska, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Texas, Utah, Colorado
and New Mexico.
Mitchell, who has coached 48
Western Athletic Conference
champions and 40 AllAmericans, has compiled a 12252 dual meet record, including a
6-S mark this year. The 1982-83
Lobos finished 11 th in the nation
with a 275.64 team average, just
.65 behind lOth-ranked Arizona
State.
Mitchell's teams have qualifie-d for nationals six times in his
17-yeartenure at UNM. Mitchell

University of New Mexico gymnast Matt Amot capped a fine sophomore season by placing eighth in the
NCAA championships last
weekend.
Amotposted a career-high 9.7 in
the parallel bars to finish in a tie for
second place in that event. Arnot
finished eighth overall with a 112.25
score, including 57.2 (sixth-highest)
in the optional events and 55,05 in
the compulsories.
Arnot also tied a career-high with
a 9.8 score in the high bars, good for

bas also coached six NCAA individual champions.
"It was a very good honor to
receive," Mitchell says. ''It is
nice to receive recognition from
your peers,"
MitchelJis 1982·83 Lobos
were led by sophomore Matt
Arnot, who finished eighth.in the
all-around event last weekend.
Mitchell. will not lose any of his
WAC champion gymnasts to graduation.
Mitchell was also selected for
a fourth term on the board of
directors of the United States
Gymnastics Federation recently.
Mitchell represents the National
Association of Collegiate GymQ!Istics Coaches on the board.

By Ron Martel

Except for Kay Thompson, who
executed her role as the Fairy Godmother with vitality and skiD, former Southwest Ballet lead dancers
(notably Kirstin Haas and Mary
Gerard Mannion) were sorely missed in solo roles such as the Spring,
Summer, Autumn and Winter
Fairies because the dancers who
danced these roles were, for the
most part, technically immature for
the strength and lyricism required.

Also, most of the dancers, even
Sample, appeared to rush their work
at times, but this may have been
parUy the orchestra's fault.
Guest choreographer Ron Cunninghamfrom the Boston Ballet did
a fine job giving form to the 1944
Prokofiev music, as did the New
Me;dco Symphony Orchestra under
guest conductor Stanley Sussman
ftom the Martha Graham Dance
Company.

Knight To Sign Linksters,
Continues Prep for WAC
Signing day for the University of
New Mexico golf team is today, and
UNM golf Coach Dwaine Knight
has been busy working on recruits in
addition to preparing his team for the
Western Athletic Conference championships in early May at the Air
Force Academy.
''We've been keying for the
WAC tournament all along. I still
have confidence that we can have a
good conference tournament,"
Knight says.
"We didn't play too well in Houston," !te says of his team's 20th

place performance. "We are getting
a lot of experience, which will help
our young team down the line. But
we haven't had a week where we've
put it all together as a team.''
The golf team will have a week off
before playing in the Cougar Classic
at Brigham Young April22through
23.

Winners of two literary awards
have been announced by the Uni·
versity of New Mexico English department.
_
Sharon Lewis and Jon Knudson,
both graduate students in UNM's
creative writing program, won the
Academy of American Poets poetry
contest, while Lillian S. Robinson
of Stanford University received this
year's D.H. Lawrence Fellowship.

•

Lewis took first place and Kn.udS<In second in the poetry contest,
which was open to all UNM students
and drew more than 40 entries. The
entries were judged by New MexiCo
poet Floyce Alexander, and the winnets received cash stipends.

On the whole, this may have been
the most promising Southwest Ballet production to date in that it fea"
tured a fine local dancer in a lead role
and an improved corps.
It is a shame, however, that (exchiding Swegle and Thompson) the
other female principals were not up
to their task and that it was obviously
still necessary to import guest artists
fcir major male roles.
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The coil Includes tronlportatlon and ovanlgllt ~ foa, Sfgn up
early In the lntromural Olllce, room 230 In Joltnoon Gym. .,. In the
Student Travel Center, room 248 In the Studmt Union Blllldlng, Call
271.S1511or morelr>forn>alon.

'IIIE&.U.'IUIL IIIDE
......... Aprllli
Come join .. In the COIUIIJy lor a good Old l'uhloned trail ride on
Salunloy, Aprtll61 We lOIII bo mating on tho- lido ol"""'-> Gl/ftl
It 12:00 p.... to aupoolto the ....... Voluniftn IIHded to drtw, Ron
Monio,- .... ' - Roitch lOIII glw ........ l«ture lind~··
lion Oft the line pobtiJ of horiOback riding ....... hall the !!roup rldeo ond
then ...'U ..,.chlllmltol20portk:lpanU oo ...._.early In the lntramu·
nl Ollu, room 230 In J..._ Gym! SS.OO onlr]IIH.

t

TIIIO WHEEL DRIVE
ALBO., NM.

PHONE 277-5151

llluq•IPutldpo.. Mntlq
Wednelday. AprU 13

,...........,.£_..

Open IIOndiY·FrldaY 10·9:00
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PRE RIO·TOUR SALE
ThiS Week OnlYI

2.~

3.. Alpha a.r Omega
C0-8EC TOP 5 ~ IIOCCEil POU.
I. Vllto Vldnp
4. T.,. ~2. Moqulna IAIIna
S. Hond a..cJc

• aualltv rune;up $12.00
•All Water BOttles 15%. OFF
• Bell Tourltte Helmets Reg. $47.50 NOW $44.00
• Pletscher Racks $6.00
• Anatomic sad.dles $15.00 Installed
• Foam Grips $10.00 Installed . .
. .. . .
• Specialized Turbo-Touring Tires Reg. $14.00 NOW $10.00
• sew-ups $10.00

SPI!aAL ANNOIINC:FJII!I

Thlo !IUr'o men'o ond ...,..,.,.., Frllbte .Golf Doublet T whlch wu Conc:tlod duo to Mndo on March 26 hM bem nocheduled to
I... piau Dn Friday, April IS oi4:00 p.m. Allthooewflhlnsl,to putlclpole
in thll.- ohould , _ oithe "Ber ...........ely .-!1 of tho SUB.

3. EMrP lind t h e -

C:O.UC: TOP 5 \IOU.E\'BAU. POU.
I. Nohoorlc
2. Will~

~

Brltlgestone Sp/ea 12 Speeds

4. Purple So.- Spllllo
5. Wlzurdo

---------FRl~E:---

3.M.OSpumo

--------

FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE

Cr·Mo Frame, Alloy Wheels, ears, Stem, crank,
seat Post, a.R. Wheels, self•centerlng Brakes

8oz ala••

with the purchase of breakfa•t or hamburger

Reg. $215..00 NOW $212.00

'

"If we can stay right in there
through this road trip, then at least
when we come home we'll have a
chance," Cappelli said. "You play
this game healthy or injured - you
have to."
On the other side of the coin, hitting could give the Lobos the added
boost to take them through the eightgame series. UNM has hit .370 as a
team in the past nine games, raising
its season average to .293. Kubala ·
leads the team with a .374 average,
with 12 hits in his last 19 at bat. Five
other Lobos are hitting above a .300
clip.
The Lobos' next home games are
scheduled for April 22 and April 23
against Nevada-Las Vegas at the
Sports Stadium.

UPCOMING EVENTS
..._........-.....·•Enat.•
Golf Doubles
Tennlo Doublet
BIUlardo Doublet
Putt Putt Doublet
C..._E...ta•
lnlramurathoa

with purchase of a
T·Shlrt valued at
$4.99 and up.

Robinson, a poet and scholar, was
one of more that 200 applicants for
the prestigious Lawrence Fel·
lowship, Which offers a summer's
stay at the Lawrence Ranch neat
Taos and a $700 stipend.
Dr. Lee Bartlett, director of the
UNM creative writing program,
served on this year's Lawrence Fellowship selection committee along
With Gene Frumkin, Mary .Power
and Patricia Clark Smith, all with
the English department.
About 600 poets, fiction writers
and playwrights tequesled applications for the prize this year, Bartlett
said. Updated guidelines for the
1984 fellowship are available from
the English department.

Pitching may prove a major factor
for the Lobos While on the road, as
injuries have taken their toll on the
team.
"One starter, Rod Nichols, and
our best relief pitcher, Kelly Blake,
haven't pitched in two weeks. Both
hurt their arms," said Head Coach
Vince Cappelli. "We're just grabbing at straws right now."
Cappelli said that in an effort to
fill in, he has taken Rob Hicks from
behind the plate and put him on the
mound.
"We don't know when Kelly
Blake is going to be able. to throw hopefully, in another week," Cappelli said.
Pitcher Brian Kubala has also
been playing with a broken hand,
said Cappelli.

ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM

Costumes were richly colored and
elegantly detailed, while the set was
lovely in the forest scene, but flat
and barely adequate elsewhere.

Contest Winners Named
By English Department

The University of New Mexico
Lobo baseballers hope to east a few
dark clouds over the lives ofthe University of Hawaii •s Rainbows when
they travel to Honolulu today to begin an eight-game road tour.
The Lobos; currently 21-22-1 and
2-2 in the WAC, will take to the
diamond against the Rainbows for a
single game Thursday, a doubleheader Friday and a single contest
on Saturday. Hawaii is currently 2711 and 1-3 in the conference after
dr!}pping three of four with San
Diego State this past weekend.
UNM will play San Diego in backto-hack doubleheaders Monday and
Tuesday, returning to Albuquerque
Wednesday.

TRANSFER

1706 CENTRAL S.E.

in the pommel horse with a 9.35
score. The meet was wo11 by Nebraska for the fifth consecutive time,
with UCLA finishing second and
host Penn State placing third,
Arnot and teammate Jim Griego
will travel to the U.S. regional
championships later this spring in
preparation for the June USA
nationals in Chicago. Both Arnot
and Griego have already qualified
for the nationals but will attend the
regionals to get a little extra work in,
Mitchell says.

~~~~~rvrum ~----.....
.Intramural Scoreboa.rd

Conc,ptm.;s
--southwes

located In tile coronado Mall

a third-place finish, and earning him
All-American honors in two events.
Amot also took seventh in the rings
competition with a 9.6 score,
''Matt capped off a good year
with his performance at national~,''
says UNM Coach Rusty Mitchell.
"We were hoping he'd finish in the
top 10 nationally, and he finished
eighth. I think it puts him on track
for the top six next year and a spot on
the Olympic team."
UNM's Steve Hill also competed
in the NCAA meet, finishing 22nd

Lobos Hope to Cloud Hawaii's
Rainbows on WAC Road Trip

Napoleon.

Teenage Princip;al Highlights
Southwest Ballet's Cinderella

Wednesday Night
7:00, 9:30

VII

dios, Zoetrope means "life movement."
At one of three public sympo·
siums offered during the festival,
Duvall said Zoetrope has allowed
him to grow and mature and work in
an environment that is sensitive to
differing attitudes and feelings. Spano said that working with Coppola
was difficult but extremely gratifying. because the director is so perfecting and determined. Spano described Coppola as "a man who
knows what he wants.''
Not ooly does Zoetrope allow
actors to develop, but it also
attempts to provide an environment
for young directors and producers to
develop.
Independent filmmaker Godfrey
Reggio produced and directed
Koyaanisqatsi. Reggio, a Santa Fe
native, said at a symposium chaimd
byfilmcriticRogerEbcrt, thatZoetrope is attempting to preserve originality and creativity in filmmaking
as an art form.
Reggio was very critical of arecent trend in which big busioesses,
such as Coca-Cola, have been
buying out major film studios. He
said large corporations are interested
in making a profit, not in promoting
new and innovative techniques and
subjects in film.
The Perfumed Nightmare, produced, directed, edited and written
by Filipino Kidlat Tahimik, was presented at the festival. Tahimik, who
also acted in the film, said he raised

Sports

.

(1.30 ot more)

243-8443

65c value
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l. Personals
!IAI'I'Y BIRTHDAY S'fF.V~:N. l..oveya, l.orl. 4/13
TI'RIU - HOW UIO you like the flowers?! tho~ght
YO<I'd appr~clute them. If you need .11 boyfriend or
anything, I'm available 'cause something's telling me
it might be you. From Mr. W (your favorite worm).
4/13
PLEASE, 011, PJ.EASE don't feed theTri Dells,
4/13
(', I'EDHON: MY blomlpump longs for your touch.
Yes, it's ~after than the warm lturric:mcs of summer.
My de!lf, the Grettl Bird oftheSkysoars high indeed!
Chief John Poe.
4/13
4/13
NAMt:'fiiKSI'OltT. The spike qualifies.
WAI'ffEU: GOOD I.OOKINC;, fun loving, easy
guing female wl1o is interested in aucndlng fonnal
!~inner nn<ldance. All interested, contact Cadet Mark
A. 277·3850.
4/13

2. Lost & Found
H>liNJ>: ('fi"('K MADI\ out to Stephen Reed in

lronl of Marron Hull. Show J.D., describe and claim
utl31 Marroullall.
4/15
FOliNll: COI,ORt'UI. SET of keys outside Marron
!!all. Identify nno. claim nt 131 Marroo Hall.
4/IS
11. TIIOY IIAU){)NAI)O: Claim your wallet at 13t
Marron Hall.
4/13
I,OST: NAVY liLliE Gore Tex parka, women's si.ze
large. Friday, April I, in the SUD or Enginming
Annex. Reward. 293-2$19.
4/13
LOST: SMAU. H:MAU:Siumese, short kinked tail,
Lend nnd University. 842-8548.
4115
C'I.AIM YOlJ II I.OS'I' possessions ut Campus Police
8:00 n.m. to4:00 p.m. tinily.
tfn

3. Services
LOOK YOUR IIESl'l We'll help you discover the
right cosmetics and wardrobe colors for your skin
toue. Call evenings, 883-7380,
4/13
READY l'f)U SOMimllNG different? Try
skydiving, Call 877-4016, Albuquerque Parachute
Center.
4/29
I'ROFESSIONAI.
R•:SUMES,
EVENINGS/weekends 266-2773.
4/15
'fAX PR~:t•ARATIONSERVICE. 266-0863, 41.15
TYI•.t:niGIIT. UMITEb GRAPUICS/calliuraphy
und professional typing. 265·5203.
4/14
YARDWORIVIJAUUNG. CALl, Randy and Craig.
242·5306.
4/13
llYNAMIC FITN•:ss c•:NTER now open for men
nnd women. Special grand opening .rates. 883·0503,
4/18
PROt't:.SSIONAI, EDITING. REASONABLE rates.
242·S831.
4/22
TAX PREPARATION. STOP by704Vi Santa FcSE,
Albuq., NM.
4/15
MR. MUNCIIIt: IS back in action! Look for new
menus everywhere. New number 299·2666.
4/t 5
TYI'ING, TERM. PAPERS, Very reasonable. 299·
1240,
4129
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MA editor.
Vnst e.'perlencc w/dlssertations, papers. Editing
available. 256-0916.
4/13
WEUIJING PIJOTOGRAPJIY, YOU can have the
best at an affordable price, Quality photo work In all
areas. Call884·8259.
4/14
TilE CERVICAL CAP Is a barrier method of birth
control. While being studied by theF.D.A., the cap Is
available locally through the New Mexico Women's
Self·Help Group. 268·4829.
4/26
QUICK, ACCURATE TVPING/charis/graphs In
my home. C'all theOtherOfrice. 884-6564.
4/29
TYI'ING [IBM SEUlCTRIC), 255,3337,
4/18
TYPING, LOMAS-TRAMWAY area. Experienced.
Reasonable. 299·1355.
S/9
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. Marc's Gtlitar Center, 143 Harvard SE, 265·
3315.
tfn
A·lTYI'IST, TERM papers, resuntes.299·8970.
4129
ACCURATE INFORMA110N ABOUT ~on·
traccption, sterllization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACfS·POLJSIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frarncs, Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. S54.so (regular $65.00). Paytess Opticians,
SOI9Mcnaul N.E., across from LaBclles.
tfn
.PREGNANCY TESTING&. counseling, Phone 247•
~1~

tfu

4. Housing
DEER BUOGET. $70 dupleK ncar UNM/TVI. 262·
1753 GuRranteed Home Rentals.
4/IS
VISITING PROFESSOR NEEDS three-bedroom,
(urnlshed house neat campus beginnlrigSept. 1, 1983.
266-0129 after 5:30p.m.
4/18
1WO .P.I\RMANENT lfOUSF.MATIS ne~ded. Move
in during May, pay in June. Near UNM. Four bdrm,
two bath. large yard, unfurnished, w/washer, dryer,
stoVe and refrigerator. Call Maty or daty 256·3746
betwcei112-5 p.m.
4/18
FF~IAJ.E IIOUSEPAitTNER WANTED. Nonsmoker, two bedrooms duplex. SI22.SO plus Yz
utilities Dlonthl)'. 268-1244.
4/13
STUDENT SPECIAL. $170 house, large fenced
yard. 262·1153 Guaranteed Homes.
4115
WALK TO SCHOOL. Two bedrooms, $165. 266·
5528 Data.
4/13

Open House
Medical
Technology
Program

SUMMER SUDJ.ET AVAIMDLE in JUo~. Thr~~
bdrm,, clos~ to UNM. Ideal for visiting faculty, 266·
5003.
tfn
S)NGI.F.S llEJ.IGUT. ONE plus bedroom, $125.
266-5528 Data.
4/13
NORTHEAST . HEIGHTS. 1WO bedrooms, I In
baths, fireplace, dishwasher, garage, $200, 266·5528
Data.
4/U
UTILITIES PAJP, ()NE bedroom, den, private
fenced yard,. $135. 266-5528 Data.
4/13
ALL DIJ,J.S p AJD, $140, furnished, walking distance
to campus. 262·1753 Guaranteed.
4/15
ROOMMt\TE WAN'fED,. IS miles from UNM.
Peaceful, ~ountry-type atmosphere, For more In·
formation, call873·3817.
4/15
TUE CITADEL.SUPt:RR location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. AU utilities paid, De.iuxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room. swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243•2494. tfn
OFt' LOMAS. TUREI' bedrooms. two baths,
fireplace, basement, custom kit~hen, double garage,
$375.266-5528 Data.
4/13
t'Oit RENT: Et'FICU:NCY APArtment, 14!0 Girard
N.H., $210/mo., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
person$, all utilities paid, $150 security deposit. Fully
furnished·securily Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. .Please call befor~ 6:00 In lh~
evening, 261),8392.
tfn

5. ForSale
1972 <;Ht:VEI.LE SS. PS, PB, AC, AT. Rebuilt ~SO
engine pluscxtras. Jnterlor excellent. 268·6407. 4119
1978 IIONnA Xl.-350. Excellent condition, $750 or
best offer, 296·13)5,
4/.19
1972 CAPel. AUTO sunroof. $1200. 265·1474. 4/15
B!CYCI.F.S FOR SAI.E: New Puchs front $139,
Benins $345. Used bikes. Free April Bicycling
Magazine with this ad. R.C. Hallett's World
Champion Bicycles, corner of Lead and Yale, 268·
5697.
4/22
.1975 V.W. RABBIT. Radial tires. AM/FM, cassette.
Needs some work. Must sell. $1325. Call Amy 268·
0028.
4/18
77 VW RADRIT, Bridgestone tires, A/C, new paint,
StSOO or best orrer, Evenings 821-6198,
4/15
BOSTON, ONE-WAY plane ticket. $80. Bob 87f.
BOll, evenings.
4/13
VOLVo 1967, UlS, very good mechanical condition,
good running car, $1 BOO/best offer. 345-4626. 4/1 S
SANSUI CASSETTE ))ECJ< SC·lllO $75. RIC gas
car, engine and radio included $175. Mamiya/Sekor
tOOODTI.., 2X converter, Vivatar 85 mm-205 mm
Tele-Zoom $100. 255·7331.
4/15

6. Employment
NEED QUALIFIED SOCIOLOGY major for paper
4/14
work. 266·8285.
GENERAL OFFICI':: PART·time afternoons,
evenings and. Saturday mornings, Call 884-1151 for
interview.
4/lS
CAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE In Creative
Personal Sales, Marketing and Finance in Nor·
lhwcstern Mutual Life's College Internship Program.
Earn. $10.$12/hour working flexible part·tlme during
school and full-time summer. Call Jill at 883·5360 for
more Information.
4/13
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING taken for positions
at the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the Jemez
Mountains. Need nurse, counselors, handyman and
kitchen aides. For interview, eall243·9581,
4120
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round,
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500"
Sl200 monthly, Sightseeing, Free Info. Write IJC,
Box 52-NM·I, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
4/20

!'ART ANP l'ULJ..tlme help needect now, 266-5528
Data.
4/l~
IIRIGU'f,
ENTHUSIASTIC, PEDICATED
gra9uate or under·grnc!uat~ math, biology, English,
chemistry, physics, engineering, computer and
science tutors needed, Must be wprk·study cleared or
eligible. For summ~r '83. Cpntact 13ea at UNM
U~ward 13ound Program, 277.3506 at 2013 Mesa
Vista !-{all.
4/15
RECEPTIONISTS, NO TYPING needed. 266·5528
Data,
4/13
WANT.I\D:
MUSICAL TRANSCRIBER/piano
player to do lead sheets, non-professional demos and
miscellaneous recorclings, 268·7468,
4/18
C!tUISF. S.HIP JOBSl $14·$28,000. Carribean,
Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory, newsletter.
1·916·722·1111 e~t. LJNEWMEX.
4/29
t;ARN $5011 Olt more each school year. Flexibl~
hours. Monthly payment for placing posters on
campus. Bonus based on results. Prl~es awarded as
well. 1-800-526-0883.
4/18
CONSTRUCTION WORK, GREAT PaY· 266·5528
Data.
4/13
PART· TIME JOB afternoons ami evenings. Must be
2! years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. ApplY in person, .no phone calls
please. S~v~way Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
55 16 Men~ul NE. ·
4/15

7. Travel
MAZATMN AGAIN. MEMORI,\L Day, )u~tlike
spring break, $99. 881·1668 Dave.
4/15
WIIIT£WATER RAFTING ON Rio Orande and Rio
Chama by Wildwater Rafting, Inc. Trips start at $25.
.266-9721.
6/16
ADVERTISF. YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily l..obo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
WANTED: DEF LEOPARD ticket(s). 277'2197.
4/13
PLAYERS FOil MENS' ·church team (city Fun
League). Call294-7489 after 5 p.m.
4/19
INSTANT CREUIT. NEW credit card. No one
refused. Also informalion on receiving
Visa/Mastercard. Ouaranteed results regardless of
4/13
credit rating. Call602-966·0090 ext. 0924,
TillS WEEK'S SP.I\CIALSI Banana chips and
Sesame sti~. Regular $3,20 pound, NOW $2.25
pound at the Mixed Bag, 121 Yale SE. Just south ·Of
Central. Open Monday-Saturday,
4/15
GURDIEFF·OUSPENSKY ST1JPi' group. 281·
2401,
4/14
ADVERTISE IN THE Daily Lo\lo, Come to 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

Glldf~thers PtZl<l Combo
its been
<'<'Unlcrf~tled. f<>rgcd ,md fdked.
but•, ''~ •wvN b~endupU~uted
P<~unds

~ gurgetlus crust.
tn deVd~tdt< your uppeutc

uf gun!t on

~u,u.mtced

I
I

of Cheese Pizza
·II 2 Slices
& A Large Soft Drlrik
$1.65
I
I

I

· Wtth·coupon todlly
127 Harvard SE
· ~~ bk, i:o1c:e01r., ·

FORM
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Makers of HandiTlade
Indian Jewelry
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Godfather's
Pizza .._..........
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Albuquerque
Locations

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
Deadline is 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
13 1 Marron Hall

The Presidential Scholars Club
Presents •••

Dr. Richard Berthold
Speaking on .

Everyone is invited and
refreshments will be served.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

58 Bird's claw
59 Vandal
1 Binding
60 Take
5 Sonar's kin
chances
10 Delicacy
62 Succor
14 Evergreen
65 Upright:
genus
Prefix
15 A Muse
67 Spokes
16 Gen. Bradley 69 Poet Pound
17 For fear that 70 Molding
18 Kind of shoe 71 Lyric poern
19 Alaska city
72 Beloved
20 Most tardy
73 Composer
22 Break
Jerome24 Born
74 Populace
25 Relative
75 Norway city
27 Sea holly
plants
DOWN
29 First-aid
items
1 Charge
32 Affirmative
2 Athena
33 Refrigerate
3 Pallid look
34 Debarks
4 Spread
36 Sing loudly
5 Puts on again
40 Lodging
6 Macaw
42 Vaults
7 Fish
44 Indian tongue 8 Do penance
45 Attempt
9 Turning
47Thong
10 Weight unit
49 Gypsy village 11 Midst
50 Seaman
12 Brief role
52 Curative
13 Ashes, e.g.
54 Harpooned 21 Strike

.. I

,_..;.--.~--------·-----~- ...

S(> what s hold1n ya '

corner of Stanford & Marble
Touts of

I

.Jln

~nizations.

nmt.llcd.

Med.#4
1001 Stanford

UNIVIH/13CMC lab available

<'-~.--.~~~-~~

IF YOUR COLLEQE experienc~ l!aso't becom~ quite
what you thought it would be - try Sigma Pili
Epsilon fraternity. We have .a ~hort pledge program
with minimal costs that's starting nowl Come see us
at 1705 Mesa Vista for more information. Sigma Phi
Epsilon- Expect a Loti.
4/14
SKVPIV.I\1 IT'S A challenge and a thrill and riot any
more qanger.,us than ~kUng. Come check It out
4/ll
tonight at 7 p.m. in Rqorrt253 of the SUB,
JOIN THE PIABI':T~ Bike Ride and Stride Sunday,
April241 Pick up entry f(lrm at SUilor 13urger King,
Paid for by Montoya.
4/14
PADDY M.IS here tonight atSAE9;00,
4/13
, , •• , AIAA • , , • , Space Nuclear .Power will b~
the topic presented by Col. Jim Lee Wednesday,
April13, in the Mechanical Engineering Building at 3
p.m.
4/13
BODIES NEJ<:DED; FOR Special Olympics Track
and Field Meet, Saturday, April 16, at Wilson
Stadium, Sign up at the Volunteer Meet ins Wed·
nesday, .April 13, at 7 p.m. in Room 121\, Johnson
Gym, orcall766·7430.
4/13
SU:PIIJ>N J)ONAJ.DSON WILL autograph his
newest book in the Chronicles of Thomas Covenant
series, "White Ool<l Wielder," on Wednesday, .April
13, 2·4 p.m. at UNM Bookstore.
4/13
ALL GROUPS WHO wish to have a booth In this
year's fiesta must have their application and fe: In bY
April 15th. For more Info, call 277·6724 M·W·F 12
p.m. to 5 p.m.
4115
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST PERFORMANCE
Series 1983, Aprill5, 16, 17. Friday; film Night, 101
Wpodward Hall. Saturday, Sunday: Performance,
dance and video in the Experimental Theater,
4/15
basement of the Fine Arts Center.
MR. GAY NEW Mexico Pageant, Saturday, April
16, starring Naomi Sims, Miss Gay Universe 1981,
from Houston, Texas, and Carmen Del Rio of J,as
Vegas, Nevada, For information, call266·8530, 4/15
UNM RACQUETBALL CLURI!mportant meeting
beld Wednesd&y, 7 p.m., SUR 231-E. We'Ll.. plan the
party and talk about elections, Everyone welcome!,
4/13
CLUB? MEETING? EVENT? Advertise in Las
No.ticias, Only IQ per word per day for UNM

SMAL.L-

. .University Life
Wednesday, April 13th
2:00p.m.
Room 250C
Student Union Building i

Thursday, April14
1:30•5pm

9. Las Noticias

ntURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

23 Magpie
26 Time periods
28 Loki's son
29 Twining stem
30 Cards
31 Cracks
35 Herring
37 Arranges
38 Deceiver
39 frnpost
41 Farewell
43 Earnings
46 Court
48Whimper

51 Made upright
53 Ohio city
54 Trembled
55 Eliminate
56 Register
57 Curtain
61 Biblical
country
63 Of a period
64Gambling
game
66 Egg source
68Wedding
words

